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Abstract— Of course, the influx of migrants to the countries mentioned above comes not only from the Middle East and not only to the UK and the US, but as part of this study, we are interested particularly in the problem of the interaction of the Arabic-speaking and English-speaking peoples.

The article analyzes the current situation in the field of migration policy in the United States and Great Britain, as well as the circumstances that led to this. Analysis data may be used to better understand the situation of immigrants from Arab countries to countries where the official language is English.

This article discusses the main problems and aspects of state migration policy of the USA and Great Britain, regarding the countries of the Arab world. The US and the UK are undoubtedly one of the leaders in economic development in North America and Europe, respectively. Therefore, the fact that they attract hundreds of thousands of migrants every year is a logical consequence. However, this is not the only reason for the relocation. The unstable political situation and military conflicts in the Middle East are forcing people to leave their home countries. They fear for their lives and the lives of their loved ones. This issue has become especially relevant in recent years with the intensification of the conflict in the Middle East.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, with its tendency towards multicultural society, the average person finds it much easier than before to change his permanent place of residence and become a resident of another country. Some countries welcome this and build their migration policies in such a way as to attract as many immigrants as possible. Other countries are ready to provide a migrant with a residence permit, but only if such a person will have education and qualifications in specific areas which are useful to this society. However, there are also such countries, the flow of migrants (including unskilled ones) to which is so great that it begins to threaten not only cultural identity, but also the safety of people who originally lived in these territories due to the emerging social tension.

In the article, we will try to analyze this problem using the example of the United States of America and Great Britain as continental leaders in terms of the number of incoming migrants, and consider their situation with migrants from the Middle East, particularly. As part of our research, we are interested in exactly how Arabic-speaking peoples coexist, assimilate, and live in an English-speaking environment.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODS

As a research base for this article, we used mass media news articles, open government sources of migration law in the United States and Great Britain, as well as literature from various authors dealing with this topic.

In particular, some of the statistical information used in this article was borrowed from the website migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk for the UK data [1]. This source is supported by Centre on Migration, Policy and Society (COMPAS) at the University of Oxford. Similar statistics data for the United States was taken from the article by Mattea Cumoletti and Jeanne Batalova from Migration Policy Institute. The article is called “Middle Eastern and North African Immigrants in the United States” [2]. The basic works were used in the analysis of the topic are following: “The Arabs: A History” by Eugene Rogan [3], an American historian of the Middle East and North Africa from the late Ottoman era to the present. This book named one of the best books of 2009 by The Economist, The Financial Times, and The Atlantic Monthly; “The Arab Americans: A History” by Gregory Orfalea [4]. The book is based on interviews with 140 Arab Americans and considers Arab immigration to the
United States since the mid-19th century, their arduous journey to this country and their attempt to incorporate their new American identity with their Arab heritage. The analysis of British Migration Policy was mainly based on articles: “Arab engagement in the British general and local elections” by Susannah Tarbush [5], “Study for consideration of inclusion of “Arab” as an ethnic group on ethnicity profile forms”, and the PhD thesis “The formation and development of Muslim communities in Great Britain: the second half of XX - beginning of XXI centuries” by Asiyat Ayupova [1].

The goal of considering this topic is to trace the historical premises of interaction of Arab native speakers and English native speakers. This issue is a part of our research on Arabic loan words in English.

The main used research methods: abstracting, analysis and synthesis method, historical method.

III. RESULTS

Great Britain today is one of the leading places in Europe in terms of the number of migrants entering. In general, the immigration cluster of the UK population today is quite diverse and can be represented by the following groups [6]:

- Arriving from European countries that became full members of the European Union in 2004
- Foreign students
- Citizens fleeing persecution in their homeland
- Non-EU citizens (Africa, Asia, Australia, New Zealand)

In 1997, when the Labor Party, led by Tony Blair, came to power, net immigration amounted to 107 thousand people a year, and in 2007, it reached 330 thousand people a year. Between 1997 and 2007 net immigration amounted to 3 million people, equivalent to 5% of the UK population. About two-thirds of them are not citizens of the European Union [7].
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In the year, ending December 2018: 602 000 people migrated into the UK and 343,000 people emigrated from it, leaving a net migration figure of +258,000. This represents the balance of long-term migrants moving in and out of the country [8].

Islam in Britain is the second largest religion by the number of adherents. According to the 2011 census, the number of Muslims living in the United Kingdom reached 2.7 million or 4.8% of the total population. This value is almost two times higher than in 2001 [17].

In fact, England has long-standing ties with the Arab and Muslim world. Many of its former colonies are inhabited by Muslims, who began to arrive in the capital of the (former) British Empire, in the second half of the XIX century. The first mention of the Muslim community in London dates back to the 90s of the 19th century.

At that time, an official Muslim organization emerged in East London, which adapted the three buildings on the 1st Commercial Road for houses of worship. In addition, the first real mosque appeared in the British capital in 1899.

According to the documents of those years, the sailors of the British merchant fleet, originally from Somalia and Yemen played the main role in its construction.

In the 30s of the 20th century, Britain, and in particular London, was again covered by a wave of Arab-Muslim migrants, now from Iraq. In the 50s, there were Moroccans who settled mainly settled in North Kensington and the East End.

In the 70s, the first Arab guide to London was published, but it contained information not only about the Arab, but also about other Muslim communities of the city, because the most numerous of them are still Pakistani, Turkish and the community of immigrants from Bangladesh (former territory of British India).

Most of the Arab immigrants come from Morocco, Algeria, Iraq, Egypt, Yemen, Sudan, Lebanon, West Africa, Libya, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Syria, Jordan, Palestine, Oman and Qatar [9].

Mostly Arabs are engaged in retail and wholesale, restaurant and hotel business, financial (especially money transfers), transport and medical services. Most of the religious Arabs are Muslims, the rest are Christians [10].

According to the results of a sociological study published in 2014, Muslims face growing discrimination in the country's labor market and have minimal chances of gaining managerial positions. Because of the growing Islamophobia and hostility of Muslims, they are collectively referred to the lower stratum of the country's racial and ethno-cultural system. Muslims are perceived as a threat. The probability of getting any job is 76% lower for a Muslim than for white-skinned British Christians of a similar age group and qualification. Muslim women have 65% lower chances of employment than Christian women [11].

According to the country's Interior Minister Sajid Javid, after Brexit, the British Ministry of Internal Affairs will carry out the migration system reform, including toughening the border pass regime and the introduction of new visas for labor migrants.

According to published documents, in general, the British migration system will be tightened. The authorities plan to
prohibit accepting identification cards issued by EU countries as documents at the borders, introduce a pre-registration system for foreigners who plan to come to Britain, and also open more electronic checkpoints, where people will be automatically checked against biometric information databases [12].

As indicated in government documents, new visas for labor migrants will be issued for 12 months. With such visas people will be able to work in Britain, but they will not be able to use social support. Under these visas, people will not be able to bring family members to the country and will not be able to obtain resident status. After the visa expires, you can get a similar work visa only after the annual period. According to the government’s plan, such steps will allow businesses to hire as many employees as necessary at a particular stage of development.

The restrictions on the number of foreign students studying in Britain are also will be lifted. The students will be given the opportunity to find work in Britain after graduation. For those who have received a bachelor's and master's degree, the government plans to allow them to seek work on a valid visa within six months after receiving a diploma, for candidates of science - 12 months [4]. New measures are planned to be introduced after 2021.

Britain has left the EU on March 29, 2019, after that a two-year transition period began. During this period, London and Brussels should develop ways for further cooperation in all areas [13].

The United States followed a slightly different path in the field of migration policy. U.S. immigration has been a major source of population growth and cultural changes throughout much of U.S. history. In 2006, the United States accepted more legal immigrants as permanent residents than all other countries in the world combined. The economic, social, and political aspects of immigration have caused controversy regarding ethnic and economic benefits, jobs for non-immigrants, human settlements, impact on upward social mobility, crime, and voting rights [14].

US government policy regarding labor migrants was developed gradually. However, the most important principles of it were determined in 1952, when the US Congress passed the Walter-McCarran Law, which established the rules of labor immigration to the United States. These principles include [15]:

- ensuring the incoming flow of foreign workers on a scale that provides greater balance in the domestic labor market and eliminates damage to employment and wages of US citizens and other permanent residents of the country;
- stimulation by establishing visa quotas for entry into America of highly qualified specialists, foreigners with exceptional abilities, as well as persons of rare professions;
- countering the uncontrolled influx of foreign labor force. Labor migration to the United States is carried out under strict government control. It is provided to the extent necessary to maintain the required balance in the national labor market.

The Arab migration to the US began at the end of the 17th century. Mostly it was immigrants from the Ottoman province of Syria (modern Israel, Lebanon and Syria) [3]. People were driven by worsening economic conditions and continuous wars. By the first quarter of the 20th century America became home to at least 50 thousand people from the Middle East and North African (MENA) region. Most of them were not educated well and occupied low-paid positions. Among the immigrants there were a small number of highly educated Arabs, inspired by the American ideas of freedom and democracy and who decided to settle in a country where they could achieve the greatest self-realization [1].
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The reduction in the number of Arab immigrants coming to the United States occurred during the First World War and was related to the tightening of US migration legislation. Adopted at the beginning of 1917, the Immigration Act, also known as the Asiatic Barred Zone Act was directed mainly against East Asian migrants, but also affected Arabs. Since in accordance with this act, the Middle East was included in the zone, the entry of immigrants to the United States from these countries was complicated. Four years later, in 1921, the new Immigration Act reduced the number of migrants who may come to the United States within a year to 3% of the total number of immigrants from that country already in the United States. In 1924, this quota was reduced to 2% [16]. The reason for the tightening of migration legislation was the policy of isolationism, which has gained popularity in the United States since the end of World War I. The Americans did not want to be involved in world events and take actions in the international arena that could drag them into a new world war [17].

After a significant decline in Arab immigration of the 20s – 40s of the 20th century, a new increase in the number of Middle East immigrants arriving in the United States followed the end of World War II and the liberalization of migration legislation that began after it. Unlike the first wave migrants, the majority of the new ones were Muslims, although a certain proportion of Christians were still present in this stream. In addition to the usual economic motives related to finding a job and improving living conditions, many of the new immigrants decided to change their place of residence for political
reasons. The most serious political turmoil in the region, such as the Arab-Israeli wars of 1948, 1967 and 1973, was certainly accompanied by a sharp increase in the number of Arabs seeking to settle in the United States [18]. Many new Arab Americans began their lives in the United States as a student, and upon graduation decided not to return to their homeland, but to remain in the United States on an ongoing basis. Some of them justified their desire to obtain American citizenship with the fear of political repression that they might suffer if they returned home.

At the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, the share of Arabs in the total number of immigrants to the United States was about 4%. This ratio remained almost unchanged even after the September 11, 2001 attacks, despite expectations that the flow of Arab migrants to the United States would drop sharply or stop at all [19]. However, this did not happen. The only area where the share of Arab migrants fell sharply after the events of 2001 was education. A serious tightening of security measures in the country caused a significant decrease in the number of young Arabs coming to the USA on student visas. The adoption of the Patriotic Act, which provided the American security services with the opportunity to strengthen control over citizens, as well as over persons located in the United States, also tightened the rules for obtaining entry visas, which primarily affected immigrants from the Arab East. One way or another, the influx of immigrants from the region continues and, according to the Washington-based Institute for Migration Policy, in 2009 the number of Arab immigrants (i.e. people born in a particular Arab country and then moved to the United States in order to obtain American citizenship) amounted to 830 thousand people [16].

In the beginning of 2017, the administration of Donald Trump made several important changes, which affected MENA immigrants’ inflow [20]. The entry of nationals from several Muslim-majority countries was barred which limited the fiscal year refugee ceiling of 2017 from 110 thousand people (level set by B. Obama) to 50 thousand. These measures have significantly reduced the influx of migrants. “The number of Syrian refugee arrivals fell from about 15,500 in 2016 to roughly 3,000 in 2017.”

IV. CONCLUSION

We followed how the migration policy of the USA and Great Britain was historically formed. According to statistics, the number of migrants of Arab origin in the United States and Britain is growing steadily. There are several reasons for this; first of all this is an unfavorable economic and political situation in some countries of the Middle East. In addition, the attractiveness of life in countries that are among the world economic leaders. The governments of Great Britain and the USA, in their turn, are trying to resolve this problem and are heading for toughening migration laws.

The scientific novelty consists in the fact that for the first time a comparative analysis of two world migration centers is given in relation to immigrants from the Middle East.
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